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Adrienne .Allen has ut'itten the .[ollov'ing account ofher
t,isit to an exhibition of the .f'amou.s Austt'alian artist
George Lantberl, y,hich included a displat, of some q/.his
sketchbook.

Lambert was in London at the start of World War I and
after working as a driver he was appointed as an Official
War Artist by the Australian Govemment and git,en a

commission as a Lieutenant. He was sent to the Middle
East and Palestine in 1915 and later, in 1919, went to
record scenes on the Gallipoli Peninsula.

I viewed an exhibition of some of his war time work at
Hazelhurst Regional Gallery at Gymea recently and rvas

amazed by the quality of his work. I have always
associated him with fashionable portraits.

As a bookbinder though, I was fascinated by the
sketchbooks he used. I was able to find some details in
the online database of the Australian War Memorial.

Lambert must have bought his books in London, but I
could see no maker's narks on them. I tumed off the
flash on my camera and boosted the ISO rating to 400
and was able to capture some images of his "Brown
Book". This was the most interesting because I finally
came face to face u,ith some real tackets. These are
written about but the method of construction has always
been elusive.
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The Brown Book is about the size of an A.4 loose leaf
binder, covered in sadly deteriorated calf. The database
gives the page dimensions as 19 crn x 30.4 cm. The spine
is a solid piece of board. The sections are folded from a

smooth cartridge paper and there appear to be about six
or seven of them. The first section remains only as page

stubs. The removed pages have been mounted for
display.

The case must be have been made in one piece and then
the sections were attached to the spine with two sets of
tackets. I finally found some instructions in Shereen La
Plantz's book. The Art and Craft of Handmade Books.
NY, 2003, Lark Books, p.81.

The cord or thick strong thread goes from inside the
sections to the spine where the two ends are tu,isted
together. For fibre cords, PVA glue can be applied and
the ends trimmed after the glue is dried. Medieval books
and the brown book have tackets made of thin vellum
strips or sometimes parchment. These are dampened and
after the twisting on the spine they shrink slightly and
have a self-adhesive quality that makes them quite
strong. Then the surplus is trimmed off. To provide
extra strength, a sturdy piece of leather is attached to the
spine and the holes for the tackets are made through it to
the inside.

The Brown Book Tackets

The four knots show where the leather piece is attached
from inside. The book has had quite a bit of wear and
two tackets have broken. It is also possible that the book
has not been kept in properly humid conditions so that
they dried out.

The faint lines show the attachment of the leather
reinforcing piece from inside the spine.

The ends of the tackets are brought from inside the
sections and twined around each other. Once they are
dry, the extra is trimmed off.
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The .follotving accoutlt of u'ork done in the binderies o/
the Public (now State) and MitL'hell Librarl, Binderies
v,as v,r'itten by Robert C King in 1956. Mr King :.lras

entplol,ed as a binder in the Government Printing Of/ice.
One o/'the three copies o.f this text held in the Mitchell
Libran' has a copt, of Mr King's British Empire Medal
citation, av,arded to him in 1960 ./br 'sen'ice to the

State', tipped in .He had retired the pretiotts )'ear.

Other noles b), Robert King hat,e been preyiottsly
reprinted in this journal (Vol 28 No 4). The cltrrent text
includes sctme interesting cotrtnrents on the deterioratiott
and presen,ation ofbookbinding leather and the use and
qualities ofkangaroo.

The Mitchell library was opened to the public in 1910

and in the same year the Mitchell Library Bindery was

commenced.

Mr Walter Anderson, ex MLA for Balmain and of the
binding branch, Govemment Printing Office, was
requested by the Govemment Printer to establish a

bindery on the premises for the purpose of binding
Mitchell Library books,

After purchasing the equipment and tools necessary and
with a small staff from the Govemment Printing office.
the Bindery was commenced in April 1910 in a small
room in the basement which is now the men's common
room, with Mr Anderson in charge.

Mr William Rose, 1912, was next in charge followed by
Mr William Fyfe, 19149 Mr Augustus Milgrove, i917,
Mr Roger Twohey, 192 1, Mr Clarence Williams 1929,
Mr Frank Heyner, 1955, Mr James Cameron. 1943, Mr
Albert Asplett, 1953.

1916 Mr Frank Heyrer was appointed book-finisher, and

the majorify of the special bindings have been decorated

and tooled by him.

Following the retirement of Mr David Thomson, the
Principal Librarian, Mr W E Ifould, selected Mr Robert
C Hinz in i908 to succeed Mr Thomson as book-finisher.
Prior to Mr King's appointment to the Mitchell Bindery
he worked at the Govemment Printing Office where he

decorated a few books for the Public Library and from
1938 the majority of the books in the Mitchell and

General Reference Libraries have been done by him.

In the years from 1910 the Mitchell Library bound their
books in fine skins of selected imported morocco of
various colours. There was not much choice in materials
suitable for binding and consequently morocco leather
was found to be the most suitable. Leather was used for
its qualities which no other material possessed in
adaptabiliry to the binding and covering of books,
because, ifwisely chosen, it is of far greater variety in

thickness, softness, pliability, tenacity to adhesion and

strength.

After inspecting morocco bound books in the library
today it will be found that a fomr of degeneration has set

in through various causes, light dust. dampness, etc. and

in some cases in the tanning of the leather, sulphuric acid
having been used, resulting in the leather being robbed of
its nourishing fat and consequently 'red decay' or rot
setting in.

Many of the special or rare books were bound in
kangaroo skin, at first in its natural colour, and later dyed
in various colours looking very much like calf. There are

not n'lany books bound in the coloured kangaroo, the

majority being in the natural and brown. Those skins

made very fine bindings and to the craftsman with his
tools. this leather lent itself to decoration and the boots

were mostly tooled in blind which gave them an antique

look.

The Library has a fine collection of books bound in this
leather and there is a wide variety of original designs
decorating the covers. It was found later after a book was
tooled and a few coats of vaseline applied, that it
produced a lovely rich brown tone to the leather, and also

mellowed the appearance.

Some of these special bindings have the covers adorned

with beautiful rolls and omaments which are the property

ofthe Trustees, and these special books are now recorded
in the library on a separate list.

It was Mr. Ifould about 1917, in searching for a leather
for the binding ofold books and a leather that looked like
the original bindings and also that rvas acid free, who
decided to try kangaroo skin. After a series of
experiments carried out at the Technical College. Dr.
Ifould purchased six dozen kangaroo skins in their
natural state and had them Sumac tanned by Bayley and

Sons, Tanners, of Botany.

At the time this was recognised as the best tanning
suitable for bookbinding leathers and judging by the
books in the Library bound in this kangaroo it has
justified itself, for these bindings are as good today as

when bound.

Sumac (Rhus Coriaria) is a shmbby bush grown in Sicily,
Cyprus and Palestine. The leaves and small twigs are

used and contain about 250 tannin. Sumac tanned

leathers, according to authorities, are unaffected by the
acid fumes of the atmospheres of industrial towns.

The technique used by Mr Heyner and Mr King in the
decoration of books with gold leaf in the Library is
practically the same as has been in vogue since the 14th
century. The tooling was always done by hand and where
a design was created. it was first drawn on paper and

BOOKBINDING IN THE MITCHELL LIBRARY
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impressed in blind on the book before using the gold.
The leather is first treated to a paste wash, allowed to
dry, and then glaired with the white of an egg. Eggs were
bought at a grocer's shop in Phillip Street, cracked, and
the yoke taken out. A small amount of vinegar was added
to the whites, then beaten and let stand for about twelve
hours. This is knorvn as glaire. With a fine camel hair
brush this mixture is painted into the blind impression
and allowed to dry. The gold leaf is then made to adhere
to the cover with a linle vaseline rubbed lightly on and
then the heated tools are pressed into the design. The
surplus gold is then rubbed offleaving the design in gold
on the book.

Later the Egg Marketing Board put on the market dried
white of an egg called 'Australian dried egg albumen'.
This is in crystal form and by adding water and beating,
it took the place of the other method, and is still in use.

Pure gold leaf was always used and was bought from
Geo M Whiley Ltd, London. About 1930 an Australian
firm, Stagg Bros, Melboume, began beating gold and our
supplies were bought from them.

With the increased number of books to be bound, it
became necessary to find less expensive materials, and
the majority of volumes are now bound in various
coloured buckrams, which is very suitable for binding.

This material is manufactured in Victoria by Imperial
Chemical Industries of Australia it is very strong and
durable. and capable of a lot of wear. It is basically a

cotton textile, like a coarse cloth, of various .*,eaves. It is
treated r,r,ith filler and pigments to stiffen it and give it
colour and make it receptive for cover decoration.

ln 1922 the govemment Printing Office ceased binding
the General Reference Library books and this work was
transferred to the Mitchell Library Bindery rvhich
became the Public Library Bindery of the Govemmeut
Printing Office. A feu, Govemment Printing Office
binders were also moved to the Library and owing to this
increase in work and staff, and to cope with this, a larger
room was necessary and consequently the Bindery was
moved in 1930 to a large room in the basement directly
under the Mitchell Reading Room where it is today.

From 1910 to 1920 books were mainly bound in half
morocco u,ith raised bands on the spine, cloth sides and
cobb paper ends. Bindings in kangaroo shin commenced

about 1917 and by 1945 no more skins were available.
Efforts had been made to procure Australian tanned
morocco suitable for bookbinding and enquiries showed
that a morocco suitable for bookbinding was not being
tanned here.

This was another reason for the binding of books in the
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specially tanned kangaroo skin. From 1917 the majority
of books were bound in buckram and cobb paper ends
were superseded by brown paper ends.

Whilst the majority of books are bound in buckram there
are books in the Library still being bound in morocco.
This applies more especially to the Mitchell Library,
which has a number of special volumes that are bound in
this leather.

After communicating with English firms recently,
Nickerson Bros, of London sent out samples for
inspection and examination at the Technical College
shorved that this firm could supply acid free leather in
hard grain and levant grain goatskins. A number ofthese
skins were ordered and are now being used on special
bindings.

In the years prior to 1922 when books from the General
Reference Library were bound at the Govemment
Printing Office, edges of books were marbled. This
marbling was very skilfully done by Mr Jack Brackell
who produced some very beautiful and colourful
patterns.

With the change from the Govemment Printing Office to
the Public Library Bindery, there was no marbling plant
and consequently a new technique was introduced u,ith
the edges of books. All books were sprinkled on the top
edge only, and then burnished with an agate. This
sprinkle was made from red ochre mixed with water.

Mention might be made here of the fact that four binders
in the employ of the Government Printing Office had a

link with David Scott Mitchell. One binder, Mr. Harold
Cory, who was employed in the binding room at the
Govemment Printing Office u,as a bookbinder who
worked for Corbett, Bookbinder. Castlereagh Street,
Sydney & and later at Pitt Street. He then went to
Liverpool Place and in l91l went out of business. Mr
Cory made frequent visits to Mr. Mitchell at his Library
at No. 17 Darlinghurst Road to receive instructions To
his work, and there is no doubt that some of Corbett's
bindings were his work.

Another binder, Mr. Robert Bruce, who was employed in
the Mitchell Bindery and who has bound many volumes
for the Library, was a binder at Geo Short & Sons, Kent
Street, Sydney and this firm also bound books for Mr
Mitchell. The binding business of Short's is still in
existence, but has moved from Kent Street to Crown
Street Sydney.

The other binders were Mr Edward Richards and Mr
Herbert Smith who u,ere employed at Short's and
eventually came to the Government Printing Office and
were binders of Mitchell and General Reference Library
volumes.

Morocco Bound
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The NSW Guild earlier this year purchased an Edge

Gilder from Harcourt Bindery in the USA. As per the

advice of Sam Ellenport, the proprietor of Harcout, we
purchased the machine wired to the US 110 volts system

and then purchased a convertor to allow local use. NSW
Guild member Ken McCallurn kindly assisted us in this
regard. Ken was also the first to use the machine.

The -eilding machine is simple in appearance, reflecting
its construction. It consists of a roller u,ith a thermostat
inside, mounted on a steel rod. this in rum being
connected to a longish wooden handle. A power cord is
connected to the thermostat.

The roller, which becomes hot. is covered with what
looks like rubber. The wooden handle is similar in
appearance to that fitted to decorative rolls and fillets,
and is held in the same way - ie crooked into the user's
shoulder.

To use the gilder, the machine is heated from a power
outlet. The book, with the edge to be gilded sanded

smooth and with size applied, is placed in a laying press.

Foil is placed on top of the book. The heated roller is

then pushed along the top ofthe foil, transferring the gilt
to the book edge.

Graham Stone and I spent a good deal of time practising
with the machine, frorn the start obtaining good but
variable results. We experimented with various foils, and
a number did the job, although that provided by Harcourt
was perhaps the best performer. Our results are now quite
good, and consistent, and performing the following has

contributed to this:

l. Sanding the edge of the book to a \/ery fine, and
even, finish. While the Harcourt Bindery DVD
recommends using a sanding machine, we have used
emery paper with good results.

2. Using a size to completely seal the book edge. The
size I use consists of thinned PVA. I think Graham
prefers a cellulose concoction. In both cases the
effect is to provide a flat smooth surface, rather than
to assist the gilt on the foil to'take'.

3. We made a major breakthrough when we taped
down both ends ofthe foil over the book edge. This
appears to have eliminated the rippled effect that had
plagued many of our earlier efforts. Interestingly,
Sam Ellenport suggests working the roller from the
centre out towards each end, but our attempts at
using this method resulted in much rippling.

The edge gilder is available for use by NSW Guild
members.

Graham Stone using the edge gilder

John Tumer

USING THE HARCOURT EDGE GILDER
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The following excellent article v'as Jbwtd on the lnternet.
I have been ttnable to contacl the In lieu q/ this contacl, I
thank the v'riter and hereby vsrr,61it, the article.

Gold tooling is an art developed by bookbinders to
omament the covers of books. The term is a general one,
used to refer to tooling with metals other than gold. The
effect that gold tooling aims at is that of a pool of metal
inside a blind tooled indentation. Although gold tooling
is generally thought of as a leather decorating technique,
it is also commonly performed on cloth (gold tooled
velvet is apparently spectacular), paper, and vellum.

Traditionally, gold tooing was done with gold leaf and
glaire. It's a finicky process, taking years to master. The
technique can create very finely detailed effects, and is
still the preferred one for fine binding. ln 1932, an easier,
if less delicate, process became possible with the
invention of gold foil.

A Brief History

The art of gilding books is thought to have originated in
the Islamic world, sometime around the thirteenth
century AD. Copies of the Qur'an were beautifully
omamented with gold tooling, or a combination of gold
and blind tooling. As with much Islamic art, the designs
were primarily geometric or naturalistic, with stars,

leaves, and plant forms predominating.

The first European state to learn of gold tooling was

Venice, in the middle of the sixteenth century. The
technique caught on like wildfire. Within a quarter
century of the first examples of gold tooling, virtually
every Venetian-bound book was all or partly decorated
u,ith gold. Within fifty years, the art of gold tooling was

ubiquitous throughout Italy. That's as close to
revolutionary as it gets in the conservative world of
bookbinding.

Although European gold tooling started in Italy, the art

reached its technical pinnacle in seventeenth century
France. The binders of the guild of Saint John Lateran
(which also included printers) perfected all stages of the
process, from the selection of tools to the best recipe for
glaire. The bindings from that period sparkle and glitter
with intricate golden designs, sometimes so finely
interlaced that the leather is barely visible. All that was

lacking, to modern eyes, was taste and restraint.

The Arts and Crafts Movement of the late nineteenth and
early lwentieth centuries brought a measure of sanity
back to book cover design. Artists such as T.J. Cobden-
Sanderson in England, Sir Edward Sullivan in Ireland,
and Marius Michel in France demonstrated that simply
because they could cover an entire book in gold filigree
didn't make it a good idea.

Although gold tooling is still used in fine binding today,
it is generally used with moderation, often in
combination with inlay or onlay work.

The history of gold tooling is more than just the history
of fine binding, however. Foil, invented in the early
Twentieth Century, made the process of gold tooling
easy and inexpensive. Since then, gold tooling has moved
from the rarefied art ofdecorating books for the wealthy
to a common, inexpensive way to add sparkle to almost
anything. Any book you buy with a metallic design on
the cover has been gold tooled (in the loosest sense of the
temr).

How to Gold Tool with Foil

The instructions below assume you're using leather,
though other materials can be used as well.

Tools

1. The tools themselves, which will be used to make
impressions in the leather:
o handle letters
. type in a type holder
o fillets
o pallets
. rolls
o farthing wheels
. gouges
o a heated stylus

2. A stove or other heat source. You can get a special
finishing stove, an electric hot plate with a rack around it
to hold tools onto the heated surface. These are

expensive. I use the gas stove in my kitchen, holding
each tool in the flame in tum. I used to use a candle, but
the soot tended to blacken the brass too much.

Heat protectiotl

Ifthe leather you're tooling is on a book, the cardboard of
the covers will absorb the heat of the tool. Otherwise,
that heat will travel right through the leather and bum the
working underneath. And even if you are tooling a book,
you will still need somew'here to put the hot tools you've
just used. I use an old cork tile or a piece of plywood.

3. A damp cloth to test the tool temperature.

This will get scorched, so don't use your best linen
napkins.

Malerials

o Something to tool. The commonest materials for
hand tooling are leather and vellum, though cloth
and paper also take foil very well.

GOLD TOOLING
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o Another scrap of what you're tooling. At least until
you're a very good judge of tool temperature, you'll
need to try things out.

4. Foil. Be sure to have enough to tool your test scrap.

What to Do

Mark out your design. There are a number of ways to lay
out the design for the project. The most important issue is
that the layout must be on top of the foil. Foil is opaque,

so you can't see any layout marks on the leather
underneath it. It is also is too thick to show blind tooled
impressions when laid on top.

You have two choices:
o You can design your tooled effect on very thin paper

(such as onionskin or typing paper) and tool straight
through it.

o You can use the tools as rubber stamps to make the
design on the membrane upper surface of the foil.

Attach your design to the cover. Do not, obviously, tape
the design right on the leather cover. Instead, tape it to a
sheet of paper the same size and wrap the entire thing
around the cover like a sleeve.

design

t:::::::::t=cover

paper back

Heat your Tools. Heat the tool up slowly, using a

relatively low temperature. Every now and then, touch it
to the damp cloth. When the tool is hot enough, it will
just hiss. Try it out on the foil and the scrap of leather.
Go slow - there is always a temptation to test quickly but
do the final piece more slowly and carefully. You need to
make sure your dwell time is the same for the test as it
will be for final.

Look at your result. If the impression looks blind tooled
and the foil doesn't stick, heat the tool a bit more. If the
foil fills in the openings in the letters, if everything looks
gloppy, the tool is too hot. Its heat is activating the
adhesive near the tool as well as the stuff under it.

Once the test sample is right, give the tool a little more
heat (it got cool when you tooled, then chilled down a bit
more while you looked at the results). Touch it to the
damp cloth again to test the temperature.

Tool

Press the tool into the surface. Rock it slightly up and
down and side to side so all the details of the tool touch
the foil. Be precise, be firm, be swift.

If you've placed the tool crookedly, then sorry, it's too
late now. Comfort yourself with the thought that your
tooling looks handcrafted.
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If you lift the foil off of the cover and see a gap, where
the tool was too hot or too cold to activate the adhesive

on the foil, then you can try to retool. It's risky, because

if you misplace the tool, you will get a bluned
impression, or worse yet, a doubled one.

Remember that you can't see through foil, so you can't
see where to place your tool unless you re-use the same

piece of foil. Lay it over the work so the transparent
places line up to the gold on the cover. reheat the tool,
and try again.

How to Gold Tool with Gold Leaf

Tooling with gold leaf is the original technique, the one
that gives the finest impression and the most delicate
detail. It's a more elaborate process than tooling with foil.

Tools

You'll need everything you needed for tooling with foil,
plus:

o Gold knife or other thin blade. This is used to cut the
gold leafto size on the gold pad.

o Gold pad
o Gilder's tip or cotton wool
o Cotton buds. Rub it on your forehead to pick up a

little skin oil. and you can use it to position the gold
leaf. The cotton bud is also useful to press the leaf
into any blind+ooled impressions before retooling.

o Gold eraser or rag and lighter fluid. You'll need it to
rub the excess leaf off of the surface after tooling.

Materials

Again, you'll need almost all of the materials you used
for tooling with foil. The exceptions are the foil itself
(obviously) and the test piece. (Generally, by the time
you tool with gold leaf, you know when the tool is the
right temperature. It's rarely worth the long process to
prepare a test piece as well as a final one, and checking
your results takes even more time.)

o Wheat paste. Dilute the paste to a thin, watery
consistency to fill in the pores in the leather.

o Glaire
. Gold leaf. The same techniques and materials can be

used for other metals in leaf form, if they're
hammered thin enough. Silver leaf is never used in
bookbinding, however, because the chemicals nsed
to tan the leather r,l,ill cause it to tamish. Aluminium
or platinum foil is used instead.

o Vaseline or olive oil. This is used to make the gold
leaf stick to the cover until the tooling activates the
glaire.

What to Do

Mark out your design. Again, there are several ways to
transfer your design to the book cover.

Morocco Bound
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In this case, you can't use a paper pattem on top of the
gold leaf, in case the gold sticks to it.

The easiest way to transfer your design is to blind tool it
(dry) ahead of tin.re. This is only appropriate if you can
be sure of placing the tool in exactly the same position
when you re-tool with gold leaf.

The other way to work to your design is to lay out the
lines on which the tools will go. Make tiny pinpricks,
then lay a piece of vellum lightly on the line once the
gold leaf is in place. As long as you know where on that
line your tools go, you can gold tool without blinding
first.

Fill in the pores. If you're tooling in leather, it may have
pores that need filling in. Otherwise, they'll show through
the gold. The effect u,ill be spoty and disappointing.
Different kinds of leather will require different degrees of
filling. Goatskin, for instance, may not need filling at all,
br.rt calf always will.

Dilute wheat paste until it's watery, then brush it onto the
leather. Cover the entire surface, not just the area to tool,
or you'll leave a watermark. Rub the dilute paste into the
pores with a bone folder and leave it to dry.

Glaire the piece. For most gold tooling, you can cover the
entire work with the glaire. Again, don't just brush one
area and leave the rest alone. or the border between the
two will show.

Glaire can leave a slightly glossy surface on leather.
Unless you're sure, test it first. If you don't like the effect,
then an altemative approach is to blind tool the cover
first. Then use a very fine brush and paint the glaire only
into the blinded impressions.

Once the glaire dries, then put on another coat.

Oil the piece. Rub a thin coat of olive oil or Vaseline on
the area around the tooling. The coat will give the gold
leaf something to stick to until the hot tool activates the
glaire.

If you've only glaired the inrpressions, you may have to
oil the entire cover to avoid leaving marks. (lf you've
glaired the entire cover, the glaire will protect the leather
from the oil).

Apply the gold leaf. The only way to leam to use gold
leaf is to use it. This node assumes you will experiment
with the gold handling techniques described in the gold
leafnode.

Lay the gold leaf out on the gold pad. Use the gold knife
to cut it into strips,just taller than the size ofyour type or
omanent.

Use your gilder's tip, or a piece of cotton wool that
you've rubbed over your forehead to transfer the gold leaf
pieces to the book cover. The oily layer will grab the
gold leaf off of your gilder's tip or cotton ball. If you've
blind tooled ahead of time, press the gold leaf down with
the cotton bud until the impressions show.
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Fill in any breaks in the gold leaf with extra flakes. The
joins ll,on't show, but gaps will.
The best gold tooling uses at least two layers ofgold leaf.

Ifyou're doing fancy work, then add another layer.

Heat your tools. As when tooling with foil, heat the tool
slowly. Touch it to the damp cloth from time to time to
test the temperature. It should just hiss when it's hot
enough.

Unlike u,hen dealing rvith foil, it's generally not worth it
to test the tool on a sample scrap. It's not that the
preparation is too laborious (though it is), or that gold
leaf is too expensive to waste on lots of test sheets
(though it is). The problem is that, to check your results,
you need to rub the rest of the gold leaf off of the surface,
and by the time you've done that, the tool is cold.

Press the tool into the surface. Rock it slightly up and
down and side to side so all the details of the tool touch
the foil. Again, you must be precise and firm, but this
time you don't have to be swift. The glaire doesn't care
about your dwell time the way the adhesive on foil does.
If you've placed the tool crookedly, then sorry, it's too
late nou,. Comfort yourself with the thought that your
tooling looks handcrafted.

Rub offthe excess gold leaf.

Bookbinding suppliers sell a "gold rubber" or "gold
eraser" made of rubber soaked in kerosene. If you don't
have one, use a rag dipped in lighter fluid for this step.

Basically, you want to rub off all the gold leaf that is not
bonded to your cover by the glaire. Using the eraser, or
the rag, rub over your design. The glaire will hold the
gold leaf strongly enough to withstand gentle rubbing, so

don't worry that you'll rub your design off.

If, when you look at your gold-tooled design, you see a
gap in the gold leaf, use a very fine brush to paint the
area with two coats of glaire. Then re-gold and re-tool it.
The join u,on't shou,.

!J Chose sewing thread thickness specifically for
each book. If s'*,ell needs to be reduced, use thin
thread. Thicker softer paper can take thicker
thread, as the thread will sink into the paper rvhen
the book is hammered dou,n after sewing.

= 
Virtually any cloth can be used as bookcloth, but it
does need to be backed to prevent the glue coming
through. This can be done with either iron-on
dressmaking backing material, or Japanese tissue
applied using PVA.

= 
Before covering, paste up leather twice. Leaving a

feu, minutes before each application allows the
first one to soak in.

Morocco Bound
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